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Abstract
The paper describes a global optimization
method applicable to problems with both
continuous or/and discrete design variables. The
method integrates and improves Simulated
Annealing, Genetic Algorithms, Tabu Search,
and Quasi Monte Carlo optimization methods
into a hybrid called here Advanced Simulated
Annealing. The method is first validated by
considering a test function with many local
minima and a single global minimum, both with
and without constraints. Then, the method is
applied to a case with discrete design variables
by optimizing a composite laminate. The
potential for using the synthetic optimization
method into an MDO environment is
demonstrated and directions for further
research are outlined.
1. Introduction
With the advent of powerful computers and
parallel architectures, design-optimization for
industrial applications has been a subject of
great interest. It has been applied to complex
problems both into a single-discipline
environment1-3 and into a multi-disciplinary
setting.4,5 Often, because of the cost associated
with computing the objective function, as is the
case for problems involving Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) methods,1,2 gradient
based optimization methods6 have been favored.
While these methods allow generating an
improved design, they do not enable reaching a
global optimum and often restrict the design
space to conventional designs. Also, gradient
based methods cannot be used for spaces with
discrete variables (e.g. if one wishes to optimize
the number of plies in a composite laminate).
For these reasons, global optimization
methods may provide significant improvements
over gradient based optimization methods as
long as that they are insensitive to the design
space topology (discrete or continuous) and to
the properties of the objective function
(smoothness, roughness), and, as importantly,
robust and efficient.
Advanced stochastic methods such as
Simulated Annealing (SA),7-9 Genetic
Algorithms (GA),10-14 Monte Carlo (MC) and
Quasi Monte Carlo (QMC) methods,15 and Tabu
Search (TS)16,17 have been proposed for global
optimization. For CFD applications, some of
these methods can compare favorably with
gradient based approaches for low
dimensionality problems.9
The method presented and used in the
paper is inspired from Fox18-20 who proposes a
synthetic approach combining SA, GA, TS, and
QMC, which is called here Advanced Simulated
Annealing. The method is designed to offer more
advantages than the simple addition of the best
features of each method.
The main features of SA, GA, TS and QMC
are outlined in Sect. 2. They are integrated into
ASA in Sect. 3 and, in Sect. 4, the method isAIAA 99-0186
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validated for a test function with many local
minima and a single global minimum. Sect. 5
discusses the application of the optimization
method to the design of a composite laminate
(discrete design variables). The paper ends with
a summary of the more important conclusions.
The method is applied here into single
discipline settings, but it can also be applied
into an MDO environment to take advantage of
possible interdisciplinary synergies.
2. Global optimization methods: overview
Without loss of generality, the purpose of
the optimization method can be stated as:
minimize { } S x x f ˛ : ) ( . The objective function, f,
is real valued and, in general, S is finite, a
compact of finite-dimensional Euclidian space,
or a combination of both.
Before presenting ASA in detail, it might be
useful to review the main features of the global
optimization methods which are integrated into
ASA. For conciseness, however, only a brief
overview is presented.
2.1 Simulated Annealing (SA)
SA is inspired from the physical process of
annealing solids.7 No intelligence is
implemented in SA. A candidate move from the
current solution, x, to a next potential state, y,
in the neighborhood of that point is accepted
with probability
( )
￿
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where T is a control parameter analogous to the
temperature, decreasing with  the number of
iterations performed. The lower the
temperature, the more difficult it is to move
upwards. Allowing upward moves avoids getting
trapped in local minima.
Hajek8 proved that SA converges in
probability in finite search spaces under certain
conditions. These are irreducibility, weak
reversibility (terms defined in Ref. 8), and a
cooling schedule such that
) 1 log( +
=
k
c
Tk (2)
where 
* d c ‡ (
* d  being the maximum depth of
all states which are local but not global minima,
and k the time). “Convergence-in-probability”
means that
1 optimum) global    a   is   ( lim =
¥ ﬁ k k time x P (3).
The main drawback of SA is the
dramatically increasing number of function
evaluations required to improve slightly the
current solution when close to the global
minimum and when the temperature is low.
Therefore modifications have been proposed9 to
speed up the end of the convergence. Most of
these methods, however, are not as robust as SA
since tradeoffs have to be made between speed
and risks of entrapment in a local optimum.
2.2 Genetic Algorithms (GA)
Genetic Algorithms (GA) have been
introduced by J. Holland10, who expressed the
two main principles of GA, (1) the string
representation of complex structures, and (2)
the power of simple transformations acting on
the strings to improve these structures. Further
developments have been made by Goldberg11
who introduced fitness functions. The main
advantages of GA are their robustness and
simplicity. They cope easily with discontinuous,
rough, or multimodal functions, and make an
interesting tradeoff between diversification
(exploration of the search space) and
intensification (exploitation of the results).
The first step in GA is to encode a point x of
the search space as a fixed- and finite-length
string. This can be a binary or real string, but
this choice has some consequences on the
implementation of the algorithm, as will be
explained later. An initial population made out
of n of these strings is then created.
Then, a set of operators acting on these
strings (selection, reproduction, mutation,
crossover) is created. Selection is a stochastic
process that consists in choosing the elements of
the current population that will have an
offspring. This process is based on the fitness
function (the objective function). Reproduction
is a process by which a string is copied with no
modification in the next population, and
mutation randomly modifies parts of the string.
Finally, crossover acts on two strings and
exchanges parts of them with the objective of
gathering interesting parts of different strings
in the same one. When the string is binary,
crossover can create new values of the
coordinates of elements of the search space,
since it can cut “within” numbers, whereas cutsAIAA 99-0186
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can only occur between parameters if the string
is real. In this case, mutations are necessary
because they are the only operator allowing the
exploration of the search space.
2.3 Quasi Monte Carlo (QMC) and MC
Monte Carlo (MC) and Quasi-Monte Carlo
(QMC) methods are random and quasi-random
search methods. In the former case, candidate
points are generated randomly and, in the latter
case, they are generated using low dispersion
point sets or sequences (such as the Halton or
Warnok sequences).15 Also, the probability of
choosing points in the search space can be made
a function of the objective function values that
have been calculated up to the current stage. A
point is accepted if it improves the objective
function.
In general, these methods guarantee
convergence in probability, but it is easy to
realize that they are not efficient for the types of
applications considered here.
The efficiency of these methods has been
improved by adding domain decay, but again,
this improvement in speed comes at the risk of
getting trapped into a local minimum.
2.4 Tabu Search (TS)
Tabu Search16,17 is an iterative method that
tries to reach the global optimum of an objective
function by making moves from one solution to
another solution located in the neighborhood of
the previous one. The neighborhood of a point of
the search space is the set of points that can be
reached using the set of moves defined by the
user. For instance, the exchange of two
elements in a combinatorial problem is a
possible move from one state to another.
TS uses memory for the selection of the
accepted moves. An “aspiration criteria” tries to
favor moves that would otherwise be rejected.
For instance a simple aspiration criterion
accepts moves that lead to an improvement of
the cost function. The selection criterion,
however, is not solely based on the improvement
of the objective function. The danger of
entrapment into a local minimum is countered
by penalizing moves that would lead to a
recently visited neighborhood. Thus, TS is not a
descent method.
TS integrates intensification and
diversification. Memory is not only used to
forbid revisiting states, but also to determine
the properties of moves that proved to be
efficient and then determine which elements of
the considered neighborhood stem from moves
supposed to be good/bad. A diversification
feature counterbalances the intensification by
favoring moves different enough from moves
emphasized by the intensification. In contrast
with MC, however, the moves are carefully
chosen.
TS is well adapted to discrete optimization
for which a finite set of moves allows to reach
any point from any other point in a finite
number of moves. It can also be modified to suit
continuous problems. Instead of forbidding
already visited states, one forbids visiting states
too “close” from already visited states. Since an
infinite number of moves is necessary to cover
the whole search space, a move can be declared
tabu if it lies in a cone with its center line in the
direction of a previous move one wishes to
penalize.
These ideas have been adapted in the
implementation of Advanced Simulated
Annealing of Sect. 3.
3. Advanced Simulated Annealing (ASA)
for global optimization
3.1 Introduction and definitions
The optimization method is inspired from
Fox.18-20 It integrates and accelerates SA, GA,
TS, and QMC into what Fox calls "Smart
Simulated Annealing" (and which will be
referred here as Advanced Simulated Annealing
(ASA)) as opposed to "Naive Simulated
Annealing."
Most of the time, SA methods feature
restrictions, which are mistakenly believed to be
necessary:
• there is a one-to-one correspondence
between states and elements of the search
space,
• there are no intelligent moves,
• the neighborhoods are large and static,
• too many moves, especially at the end of the
process, are rejected.
None of these supposed drawbacks is
actually imposed by SA.
Instead of applying SA directly to the
elements of the search space, Fox defines three
levels of operations and their associatedAIAA 99-0186
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modified objective functions. The benefits of this
construction will become clear as the details of
the method are presented.
At the first level, S is the s-dimensional
search space (finite, a compact of finite-
dimensional Euclidian space, or a combination
of both), x is an element of S, and f is the
objective function to minimize on S. At the next
level, a Markov chain of fixed length q is created
such that  D x x X q ˛ = ) ,..., ( 1 , where D is a
subset of the q-fold Cartesian product 
q S , i.e.
S xi ˛ . Here, xi „ xi-1 and i corresponds to the
simulated time, so that xq is the term at the
current simulated time. A penalty function l
defined on D is added to the first level objective
function to create a modified objective function,
f
~
, defined on D by
) ,..., ( ) ( ) (
~
:
~
1 q q x x x f X f X f l + = ﬁ (4)
One property of the penalty function is that
it must be such that
} )| ( min{ } )| (
~
min{ S x x f D X X f ˛ = ˛ (5)
thus establishing an equivalence between the
minimization of f over S and  f
~
 over D. Finally,
at the third level, a population Z ( r i
i X Z £ £ = 1 ) ( ,
where r is fixed), or macrostate, is created. The
objective function defined on the population is
now
) (
~
min ) ( :
1
* * i
r i X f Z f Z f
£ £ = ﬁ (6)
so that finding the population which minimizes
f* is equivalent to minimizing f over S.
SA acts on the populations  k Z , where k
corresponds to the simulated time, minimizing
the objective function 
* f , whereas a standard
SA algorithm would only consider the elements
S x ˛ . Working at the population level allows
for a balance between intensification
(improvement at the level of each Markov
chain) and diversification (number of Markov
chains in the design space and possible
crossover between components of x's of two
Markov chains).
3.2 Overview of the method
The ASA algorithm is described in Fig. 1. At
given simulated time and population, n
candidates ( r n > ) are generated, some
randomly chosen (e.g by QMC or by mutation
like in GA) and some using their history (e.g. in
a neighborhood or, like in GA, by crossover).
Then, a loop-skipping is performed to avoid
unnecessary function evaluations (when time is
high or temperature is low, many moves are
rejected). The probability of accepting any of the
n candidates (elements of D) is calculated and
the self-loops are simulated by increasing the
time by the probable number of consecutive self-
loops, lk.
Finally, at the new time (or temperature),
among the n candidates, r elements (of D) are
selected to constitute the new population, 
k l k Z + .
The selection process is such that it allows
intelligent moves (through the use of the
penalty function l) and ensures a good mutual
spacing, as is described below. SA is then
applied to this new population.
Other interesting features of the method
include the linear speedup on parallel
processors and the possible use of (voluntarily
limited) local search.AIAA 99-0186
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Loop skipping
New time
Generation of the n candidates
( ) D X ˛  for the next population
Historyless
elements:
1 + q x  randomly
chosen by QMC
in entire search
space
Elements with
(in-)complete
history:
§  1 + q x  in the
neighborhood
of  q x
§ structured
combinations
(e.g. crossover
in GA)
§ mutation (GA)
n candidates
Selection of the r candidates
§ Intelligent moves
§ Inhibition of concentration
New population
Current population  Current time
Initial population and time
Fig. 1. ASA algorithm
3.3 Initial state generation
When generating the initial state (r initial
Markov chains with some “history”), one wishes
to have two qualities; (1) a “good” cost-function
value (allowing for an efficient start of the
optimum search), and (2) a good mutual spacing
in order to initiate diversification in the search
process.
For this purpose, the search-space is divided
into as many fixed cells as there are chains in
the population. These cells are created
randomly. A trade-off has to be done between
space filling and cells overlay. The size of the
cells is such that the whole non-constrained
search space would be completely filled if the
cells were uniformly distributed. A relative
coefficient allows the user to change this size
(for instance if constraints dramatically shrink
the search space). SA is then conducted within
each cell until a Markov chain of q distinct x’s
has been generated.
3.4 Generation of n candidates
At the beginning of a new ASA iteration, n
(n > 2r) candidate Markov chains are generated.
Later, among these n candidate elements of D, r
will be chosen to create the next population.
The purpose of the optimization method is to
intensify the search towards an optimum within
each previous chain, while still providing
diversity to avoid getting trapped in a local
minimum. Therefore, there must be a balance
between intensification and diversification.
3.4.1 Historyless candidates
Diversification is implemented here through
the random generation of elements. For each
one of the r Markov chains, the first element
(i.e. x1, the oldest) is eliminated, and an element,
chosen randomly or quasi-randomly within the
entire search space, is added at the end of the
chain. In fact, two chains may (with some user-
defined probability) be modified antithetically
(e.g. for the one-dimensional problem S = [0, 1],
if xq is randomly generated and added to a
chain, 1 - xq is added to another chain). This
ensures good mutual spacing between new
random elements of the original design space.
3.4.2 Candidates with (in-)complete history
In the intensification process, one wishes to
generate elements with (in-)complete history.
Three features have been implemented in the
method: (1) intelligent moves, (2) crossovers,
and (3) random moves within the neighborhood.
Mutations could also be added. Each Markov
chain is considered at least once in order to try
to improve it.
Prior to describing these features, it is
important to define the notion of neighborhood.
In combinatorial problems, the neighborhood of
the current state in the search space is the set
of the states that can be reached through an
elementary move, for instance the exchange ofAIAA 99-0186
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two elements. In a continuous search space, one
cannot define a finite set of elementary moves
and the neighborhood contains an infinite
number of points. A finite diameter must
therefore be imposed. Here, this diameter
reduces with time, and care has to be taken that
the speed of shrinkage is not too rapid so that it
is always possible to reach any point from any
point in a finite number of moves. A diameter
shrinking as  t / 1 has been chosen, since for any
time  0 t ,
+¥ = ￿
‡ 0
1
t t t
(7)
and the search space is bounded. This decay law
verifies the irreducibility condition necessary for
convergence in probability.8
Intelligent moves
Since the most interesting candidates arise
from intelligent moves, they are attempted first.
For a given Markov chain X, one tries to
estimate the best possible move using the
history embedded in the chain.
First, the elements of X close enough to the
current last element are identified. A probable
good direction is then defined by:
￿
d £ -
- £
+
+
+ -
-
-
i q x x
q i
i i
i i
i i x x
x x
f f
1
1 2
1
1 ) (
) (
 (8)
where d is a user-defined distance which
measures closeness, i.e. whether information at
xi will be used to define “good” vs. “bad” move
direction.
The actual move is made along this
direction to the boundary of the neighborhood of
the last current element. In the case of discrete
variables, care has to be taken to ensure that an
integer value is reached.
Intelligent moves are made for each chain
containing enough information in its history to
define a probable good direction.
Also, for continuous spaces, a gradient based
optimization method can be used here to
accelerate convergence. This feature, however,
has not been implemented yet.
Crossover
Crossovers stem from GA and stand halfway
between intensification and diversification. If
the parameters governing the problem are not
strongly coupled, they can help gather the best
features of two elements. On the other hand,
they can create new combinations of parameters
which had not been explored yet.
Crossovers are implemented by randomly
selecting two Markov chains M1 and M2 from
the current population. The candidate chains C1
and C2 stemming from crossover are generated
by taking the elements 2 to q of M1 and M2
which are assigned to the first  1 q- elements of
C1 and C2, respectively. The last elements of M1
and M2 are then crossed over at a randomly
chosen point (locus) to form two off-springs, the
q-th elements of C1 and C2, respectively. With
this process, the crossover is performed between
points of the basic search space, not between
histories of chains.
Random neighbors
The rest of the candidates are generated
randomly within the neighborhood of the last
element of the considered Markov chain. This
generation process is similar to the one used for
a local SA (with decaying neighborhoods),
except that the neighborhoods are relatively
small.
3.5 Penalty function
As previously mentioned, a penalty function
l is added to the objective function, thus
defining an objective function in the space D of
Markov chains (see Eq. (4)). The purpose of l is
to exploit temporal memory thus implicitly
adding some intelligence in the selection of the
candidates (see Sect. 3.8). As previously
mentioned, however, l must satisfy Eq. (5) to
ensure the equivalence between maximization
of f over S and  f
~
 over D.
Three main features have been
implemented in the penalty function:
• avoid revisiting points very close to points
already visited in close history. For this
purpose, two user-defined parameters are
used: the tabu distance, and the tabu age
limit, i.e. the time during which it is
forbidden to revisit a previously visited
point, or get too close to it.
• penalize moves supposed to be bad / favors
moves supposed to be good. Several features
stemming from Tabu Search17 (developed
mainly for discrete and combinatorial
problems) have been extended to both
discrete and continuous problems. For theAIAA 99-0186
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continuous problem, let j be an estimation
of  ) ( ) ( 1 q q x f x f - -  made with the (partial)
history of the Markov chain. Here, xq is the
last term (generated in the current loop) in
the candidate Markov chain. j is estimated
using only the points in the chain which lie
in a “cone of proximity”, i.e. in a cone
centered in xq with center line the direction
1 - - q q x x , and at a distance less than a
prescribed d from xq. Then, the part of l
stemming from the estimation of the quality
of the candidate move is a positive and
bounded increasing function of j.
• non-negative and equal to 0 when xq may be
a local minimum (to satisfy Eq. (5)). The
test for local minimum is accomplished by
evaluating the objective function at
neighbor points. In the discrete case, there
is a finite number of combinations to
evaluate, and in the continuous case, one
can calculate components of the gradient of
the function by finite differences. In the
latter case, however, this is not as costly as
computing a gradient, because one stops as
soon as one finds a direction along which
the gradient of f is not small, which most of
the time requires only one function
evaluation.
3.6 Definitions and probability calculations
Both the loop-skipping (Sect. 3.7) and the
selection of the candidates (Sect. 3.8) are
stochastic processes which require the use of
various probabilities. These are defined and
calculated here.
Let  ) (v n  be the number of next states (i.e.
populations) with 
*
f -value v . These states are
made out of the candidate chains generated in
Sect. 3.4.
First, the  f ~-values of the candidate chains
are ordered such that  h f f
~
...
~
1 < <  with associated
multiplicities  h m m ,..., 1 . Let
h j j m m t + + = ... , (9)
i.e. tj is the number of candidates with value at
least equal to  j f
~
. Finally, let  j w  be the number
of candidate populations with 
* f -value  j f
~
. For
j m k £ £ 1  and  r k £ , there are
￿ ￿
ł
￿
￿ ￿
Ł
￿
k
mj (10)
ways of choosing k chains with  f ~-value  j f
~
 and
for each way, there are
￿ ￿
ł
￿
￿ ￿
Ł
￿
-
+
k r
tj 1 (11)
ways of choosing the remainder of the chains
with value at least  1
~
+ j f , so that
￿
ł
￿
￿
Ł - ￿
ł
￿
￿
Ł
=
+
£
£ £￿
r k
k
j
j
1
1
where r
￿
￿
￿ = $
=
otherwise         0
,     if    
) (
j j w v j w
v n (13)
Let  ) , , ( i u v p  be the probability that a
tentative move from any state (i.e population)
with value u  to a state with value v  is accepted
at time i. Following the usual SA criterion
involving the temperature associated to the time
i,
￿
￿
￿ £
=
- - otherwise    
  if                     1
) , , (
) ( / ) ( i T u v e
u v
i u v p (14)
where T(i) follows Eq. (2).
Then, let  ) , ( i u a  denote the unconditional
probability of accepting a move out of a given
state (population) with 
*
f -value u at time i.
The probability of trying to move from a
state with 
* f -value u to a state with 
* f -value
v  is
￿
=
=
h
j
j f n
v n
u v r
1
) ~ (
) (
) , ( (15)
and therefore,
) , ,
~
( ) ,
~
( ) , (
1
i u f p u f r i u k
h
k
k ￿
=
= a . (16)
Finally, let  ) , , ( i u v x  be the probability at
time i  to move from a state (population) with
value u  to a state with value v . This
probability is
￿
=
=
a
= x h
k
k k i u f p f n
i u v p v n
i u
i u v p u v r
i u v
1
) , ,
~
( )
~
(
) , , ( ) (
) , (
) , , ( ) , (
) , , ( .(17)AIAA 99-0186
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3.7 Loop-skipping
Once the candidates have been generated
and their function value (in D) calculated, the
time one would have to wait for before accepting
a new move in basic Simulated Annealing is
simulated. This implicit simulation avoids the
numerous function calls in basic SA when many
moves are rejected (when temperature is low, or
time is large). This simulation is performed
implicitly by taking into account the values of
the candidates in a probabilistic manner: the
worse they are, the longer it will likely take to
jump to a new population made out of these
candidates.
Let X denote the current population with
value u, and i the current time. The loop-
skipping algorithm designed by Fox16,17 reads as
follows:
• Set  i j ‹
• Until exit, repeat:
• Generate  ) , ( i u G , where  ) , ( i u G  is a
geometric random variable with
parameter  ) , ( i u a  (i.e. G is the number
of trials before the first accepted move)
• Set  ) , ( j u G j M + ‹
• Generate U  (standard uniform variable)
• If  ) , ( / ) , ( j u M u U a a < , then
New time is M
Perform Selection (Sect. 3.8)
Exit
Else
Set  M j ‹
3.8 Selection
Once the time at which the move to a new
population occurs has been simulated, the next
population (i.e. r Markov chains and their
associated function value) is generated from the
n candidate Markov chains.
From the population with 
* f -value u at the
new time i, Fox16 proposes, first, to select the
chain that has the smallest  f
~
-value in the next
population (thus setting  next f
*  to this  f
~
-value).
Here, a  f
~
-value v is chosen with probability
) , , ( i u v x , and, in case of multiplicity, the Markov
chain is chosen uniformly among the candidate
chains with this  f
~
-value.
Then, the two following alternatives are
used to generate the remaining  1 - r  chains:
• with a small (user-defined) probabilityq ,
select uniformly among the remaining
candidates with  f
~
-value at least v.
• with probability  q - 1 , select the remaining
chains having the highest  f¢-value among
these having a  f
~
-value at least equal to v.
Here,
e +
g
+ = ¢
) , (
) ,..., (
~
) ,..., ( * 1 1
q q
q q x x d
x x f x x f (18)
where g is a parameter adjusted by the
user, d  is some distance defined over the
basic search space S , and 
*
q x  is the last
element of the Markov chain retained at the
first step. The selection based on f¢ insures
a good mutual spacing between the chosen
candidates. e is some small real number
used to prevent inverting 0 when two
candidate chains end with the same element
as a result of identical crossovers or similar
randomly generated elements (in a discrete
space in particular).
3.9 Treatment of constraints
A general optimization problem usually
involves many constraints, which can be
expressed as
con i n i x g £ £ £ 1 , 0 ) ( (19)
where ncon is the number of constraints.
In many situations, a constraint is not
entirely strict and a smooth transition between
an acceptable and an unacceptable design can
be assumed. Therefore, a continuous, though
steep, penalty function, which can indicate “how
much” the constraint is violated, can be used.
This implementation allows for intelligent
moves close to the violated constraint. However,
if the constraint is strict, the slope of the
penalty function can be arbitrarily increased to
get as close as one wishes to a step function.
Here, the constraint vector (gi) is
transformed into a “generalized” constraint
which is used to penalize the objective function.
When no constraint is active, f is unchanged,
and, when at least one constraint is strongly
violated, f is set to fmax (fmax is a value given by
the user, which is known to be larger than any
other value of f over the search space). Two
positive parameters  1 e  and  2 e  are now defined.
If  1 , e - £ " i g i , then the constrained objective
function is f. If  2 |       e ‡ $ i g i , then the penalizedAIAA 99-0186
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cost function is set to fmax. In other words,
1 e decides when constraints become active, and
2 e when they become prohibitive.
The generalized constraint G is defined as
￿
￿
ł
￿
￿
￿
Ł
￿
e + = ￿
e - ‡ 1
1 ) (
1
) (
i g
i
con
x g
n
x G (20)
and the constrained objective function becomes
max
2 1 2 1
.
) (
) ( 10
) ( .
) (
) ( 10
1 ) ( f
x G
x f
x G
x fc ￿ ￿
ł
￿
￿ ￿
Ł
￿
e + e
j +
œ
œ
ß
ø
Œ
Œ
º
Ø
￿ ￿
ł
￿
￿ ￿
Ł
￿
e + e
j - = (21)
where
￿
￿
￿
>
£
= j - 0 if
0 if 0
) ( 2 1 x e
x
x x (22)
This scaling is such that  99 . 0 = j  when
constraints become prohibitive. It should be
emphasized that this algorithm does not strictly
reject points violating constraints. Their
selection is just strongly penalized. Even if an
element is bad, it might be the starting point of
several tentative moves, one of which could very
well be located in an unexplored and interesting
region of the search space.
Constrained
cost function
Mere cost-function
2 ) ( e > x G
1 ) ( e - < x G
max f
Fig. 2. Implementation of constraints
4. Validation of ASA
To validate ASA, a test function with many
local minima and a unique global minimum is
considered.21 The test function is given over the
s-dimensional compact [-p, p]s by
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) f x x y A B i i i i
i
s
( ) sin = + -
= ￿ 1 4
2 2
1
  +   - (23)
where
( ) A a x b x i i j j i j j   =    sin    +    cos  , ,
j=1
s
￿ (24)
( ) B a y b y i i j j i j j   =    sin    +    cos  , ,
j=1
s
￿ (25)
and, a = (ai,j), b = (bi,j), elements of Rs.s, and y
element of [-p, p]s are given by
( ) ,... 5 . 1 , 1 , 5 . 1 , 1 = y (26)
￿ ￿
￿
￿
￿
ł
￿
￿ ￿
￿
￿
￿
Ł
￿
+ + +
+ + +
=
O M M M
L
L
L
) 2 3 ( 5 . 0 ) 2 2 ( 5 . 0 ) 2 1 ( 5 . 0
) 3 ( 5 . 0 ) 2 ( 5 . 0 ) 1 ( 5 . 0
5 . 1 0 . 1 5 . 0
s s s
s s s
a (27a)
￿ ￿
￿
￿
￿
ł
￿
￿ ￿
￿
￿
￿
Ł
￿
+ - + - + -
+ - + - + -
- - -
=
O M M M
L
L
L
) 2 2 ( 5 . 0 ) 2 3 ( 5 . 0 ) 2 4 ( 5 . 0
) 2 ( 5 . 0 ) 3 ( 5 . 0 ) 4 ( 5 . 0
0 . 1 5 . 1 0 . 2
s s s
s s s
b (27b)
This function has a unique minimum, x* = y,
f(x*) = 1, over [-p, p]s.
The case s = 2 is considered first since it
allows viewing the points visited in the search
space. The corresponding topology of the
function is shown in Fig. 3 where x = (p1, p2).
Fig. 3. Topology of the test function for s = 2
A sample of results is shown here to
illustrate a few characteristics of the method.
Fig. 4 shows the points where function
evaluations were performed. Their number was
allowed to become large in order to pinpoint the
areas where the search is concentrated. Fig. 5
shows the corresponding convergence towards
the global minimum. The function evaluations
required for the generation of the initial
population (preprocessing) are not shown, but
are included in the total. The convergence of
Monte Carlo (random search) and Quasi Monte
Carlo methods with the Halton and Warnok
sequences are also shown for comparison.
Convergence with ASA, although faster than
with MC and QMC methods, is still rather slow
because “intelligent moves” (Sect. 3.4.2) are
limited. Convergence could be accelerated using
(-p,-p)
(p,-p)
(-p,p)
(p,p)
p1
p2
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improved “intelligent moves”, e.g. by performing
a local search with a gradient based method (if
the gradient is easily obtained).
Fig. 4. Design space exploration (s = 2)
Fig. 5. Convergence to the minimum for s = 2
Fig. 6 shows the search space explored when
constraints are added to the optimization. Here,
the two constraints are:
￿
￿
￿
< +
>
4
2
2
2
1
1 2
p p
p p
(28)
so that the global minimum of the
unconstrained problem is no longer a feasible
design. From Fig. 6, it is clear that the
generalized constraint approach (Sect. 3.9)
performs as expected.
Fig. 6. Design space exploration: case of
constrained minimization (s = 2)
Higher dimensions (s = 4, 8, …) were also
considered and the minimum was reached in all
cases.
A sample of results is shown in Fig. 7 for s =
8. As described in Sect. 3.3, the initial state is
generated using SA in subdivisions of the search
space. In this preprocessing, temperature
decreases in order to obtain “good” Markov
chains, i.e. likely to have strictly decreasing xq’s.
Therefore, the number of function evaluations
required in the preprocessing is rather large
(almost 105).
Other approaches, such as performing MC
or QMC searches in the sub-domains and
ordering the points in the chains to get the
“good” Markov chain properties (e.g. decreasing
values) might allow to increase preprocessing
speed. Once ASA is initiated, however,
convergence is greatly improved when
compared with MC and QMC methods. ASA
could also be accelerated by implementing the
features described in the previous paragraphs.
Fig. 7. Convergence to the minimum for s = 8
p2
p1
p2
p1AIAA 99-0186
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5. Application to composite laminate
design/optimization
This section addresses the case of discrete
design variables by considering the design of a
composite laminate with optimum buckling
properties.
The method is applied to the design of
simply supported laminated plates with
symmetric and balanced layups under biaxial
compressive load. Two different types of
problems are studied. First, the buckling load
for a given total thickness is maximized. Then,
the total thickness of laminate subjected to a
buckling constraint is minimized. The detailed
formulation of these two types of problems is
given in Ref. 3.
The ply orientations of the laminates are
limited to 0o, 90o, and –45o. For discrete variable
design, a ply-orientation-identity variable is
defined to represent the laminate stacking
sequence. It is a discrete design variable which
composes four integer values (-1, 0, 1, 2) for first
type of problem and five integer values (-2, -1, 0,
1, 2) for second type of problem. Each integer
value represents a ply orientation. The integer
values –2, -1, 0, 1, and 2 denote five different
ply-orientations as no ply, -45o ply, 0o ply, 45o
ply, and 90o ply, respectively.
In the present study, graphite-epoxy
laminates (E1 = 18.5 · 106 psi, E2 = 1.89 · 106
psi, G12 = 0.93 · 106 psi, n12 = 0.3, and tply =
0.005”) with an aspect ratio of two are adopted.
For the first type of problem, a sixteen-ply
symmetric laminate with the ratio of load per
unit length in the x and y directions, Ny/Nx of
two is chosen. The condition of balanced
laminate is enforced through a constraint. The
optimal stacking sequence is obtained as [90o5,
–45o, 90o]s and the maximum buckling load is Nx
= 36.84 lb/in. The result is exactly the same as
that from Ref. 3.
For the second type of problem, a buckling
constraint of Nx = 30 lb/in and Ny = 15 lb/in is
specified. To minimize the total thickness of the
laminate which also has the largest possible
buckling load, a sixteen-ply laminate is initially
supplied to the optimizer. Constraints are also
used to enforce the balanced properties of the
laminate and to ensure that the empty plies are
on the outside of the laminate. The final optimal
design is a twelve-ply laminate with stacking
sequence [-45o, 90o2, 45o, -45o, 45o]s and, for this
laminate, the buckling load is Nx = 39.45 lb/in
and Ny = 19.73 lb/in, which is a factor of 1.32
above the buckling constraint. It is interesting
to note that, although the total laminate
thickness and the buckling load in the present
optimal design are the same as those from Ref.
3, the optimal stacking sequence is different
from that of Ref. 3 ([-45o, 90o2, 45o, 90o, 0o]s).
This result shows that non-unique optimal
solutions may exist for this particular type of
discrete design variable problem. The two
applications also demonstrate the ability of the
optimization method to obtain optimal designs
in the case of discrete variables.
6. Concluding remarks
The paper describes a novel global
optimization method, Advanced Simulated
Annealing (ASA), which integrates and
improves Simulated Annealing, Genetic
Algorithms, Tabu Search and Quasi-Monte
Carlo. The name ASA stems from the
similarities with Simulated Annealing when
selecting the new state, i.e. there is a non-zero
probability of accepting a worse state at the
next time, a probability which decreases with
time. Similarly to Genetic Algorithms,
interactive populations are created from the
search space, with the difference that each
member of the population is a Markov chain
which contains some partial history of the
current state, thus enabling more intelligence
to be incorporated into the search algorithm.
Also, to favor/penalize good/bad moves, a
penalty function borrowed from Tabu search is
employed. Unlike with Simulated Annealing,
where many moves are rejected when time is
large, a loop-skipping algorithm is used to
simulate the time it takes to “jump” to a new
state. Constraints are incorporated by adding a
penalty to the objective function and
optimization is performed on this constrained
objective function. These various features are
described in detail in the paper.
As such, ASA allows for integrating the best
features of most global optimization methods
into a synthetic coherent method. The resulting
approach is applicable to continuous or discrete
design spaces and to smooth or rough objective
functions. Another interesting feature of ASA is
its linear speedup on parallel processors.AIAA 99-0186
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The method is validated by considering a
test function which presents many local minima
and a unique global minimum. Both the
unconstrained and constrained problems are
considered. The global optimum is always
reached, although the number of function calls
required to get arbitrarily close to that optimum
is still large. Means of speeding up convergence
are described. They include, for example, the
possibility of using a gradient-based method in
the case of continuous spaces with smooth
objective function.
The case of discrete design variables is
addressed by designing a composite laminate
for optimum buckling properties. Results
obtained with ASA agree with those obtained
with integer programming.
Although the method is not used in an
MDO setting, the capabilities illustrated in the
paper show the potential for using the method
in an MDO environment. Future work will
involve improving the preprocessing
(generation of a suitable initial state),
implementing more sophisticated properties for
the penalty function, and improving the
tentative “intelligent moves”. The method will
then be applied to aerodynamic and
hydrodynamic shape optimization, where the
cost of the optimization is driven by the
objective function evaluation. MDO (e.g. aero-
and hydro-elastic) applications will also be
considered.
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